Positional dependence of the CT number with use of a cone-beam CT scanner for an electron density phantom in particle beam therapy.
We evaluated the CT number accuracy in determining a CT calibration method for treatment planning by use of a 256 multi-slice CT (MSCT) scanner. An electron density phantom, which extends full length in the longitudinal direction, was scanned by the 256 MSCT scanner in a single rotation. We inserted four types of samples (air, 100 % ethanol, 40 wt% aqueous K(2)HPO(4), and water) into the phantom. The regions of interest were set for all image slices, and the average CT number was calculated in the transverse and longitudinal sections. For the transverse image direction, the CT number became lower toward the center of the phantom with almost all samples. The causes of these phenomena might be attributed to the effects of scattered radiation and those of beam hardening due to the high-atomic-number material (40 wt% aqueous K(2)HPO(4)). However, the phenomena were too complicated to allow us to determine their causes only from the present studies. Meanwhile, for increasing the accuracy of the CT number calibration, a single sample should be inserted, and this step should be repeated with different samples. For the longitudinal direction, the CT number for a 40 wt % aqueous K(2)HPO(4) sample increased by 30 HU from the anode to the cathode side due to variations in the X-ray energy caused by the heel effect. The caveat is that the CT number varies in the longitudinal direction when a CT scanner with a wide beam width is used.